During motion discrimination tasks, many prefrontal cortex (PFC) neurons are strongly modulated by the behavioral context, suggesting their involvement in sensory discriminations. Recent studies suggest that trial-to-trial variability of spiking activity characteristic of cortical neurons could be a source of information about the state of neurons and their participation in behavioral tasks. We tested this hypothesis by examining the variability of putative pyramidal PFC neurons, a likely source of top-down influences. The variability of these neurons was calculated as a ratio of spike count variance to its mean (fano factor, FF), while monkeys compared the directions of two moving stimuli, sample and test, separated by a delay. We found that the FF tracked consecutive components of the task, dropping rapidly with the onset of stimuli being discriminated and declining more slowly before each salient event of the trial: The sample, the test, and the response. These time-dependent signals were less consistent in direction selective neurons and were largely absent during passive fixation. Furthermore, neurons with test responses that reflected the remembered sample decreased their FF well before the test, revealing the predictive nature of response variability, an effect present only during the active task. The FF was also sensitive to behavioral performance, exhibiting different temporal dynamics on error trials. These changes did not depend on firing rates and were often the only metric correlated with task demands. Our results demonstrate that trial-to-trial variability provides a sensitive measure of the engagement of putative pyramidal PFC neurons in circuits subserving discrimination tasks. direction discrimination | direction selectivity | macaque monkey | working memory N eurons in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) are thought to play a key role in cognitive control and to exert top-down influences on sensory cortical regions with which they are reciprocally connected (1, 2). Recent recordings from the PFC during motion discrimination tasks revealed direction-selective (DS) responses that depended on behavioral context, shedding light on the nature of the top-down signals PFC is likely to provide (3, 4). These and other studies (e.g., ref. 5) demonstrating the involvement of the PFC in visual discrimination tasks based their conclusions on the analysis of average firing rates over repeated trial conditions. Indeed, the average rate of action potentials has proven to be a remarkably useful measure of neural activity that not only encodes a broad range of stimulus and response dimensions but also correlates with more cognitive aspects of behavior, such as memory storage, anticipation, reward, and decision.
During motion discrimination tasks, many prefrontal cortex (PFC) neurons are strongly modulated by the behavioral context, suggesting their involvement in sensory discriminations. Recent studies suggest that trial-to-trial variability of spiking activity characteristic of cortical neurons could be a source of information about the state of neurons and their participation in behavioral tasks. We tested this hypothesis by examining the variability of putative pyramidal PFC neurons, a likely source of top-down influences. The variability of these neurons was calculated as a ratio of spike count variance to its mean (fano factor, FF), while monkeys compared the directions of two moving stimuli, sample and test, separated by a delay. We found that the FF tracked consecutive components of the task, dropping rapidly with the onset of stimuli being discriminated and declining more slowly before each salient event of the trial: The sample, the test, and the response. These time-dependent signals were less consistent in direction selective neurons and were largely absent during passive fixation. Furthermore, neurons with test responses that reflected the remembered sample decreased their FF well before the test, revealing the predictive nature of response variability, an effect present only during the active task. The FF was also sensitive to behavioral performance, exhibiting different temporal dynamics on error trials. These changes did not depend on firing rates and were often the only metric correlated with task demands. Our results demonstrate that trial-to-trial variability provides a sensitive measure of the engagement of putative pyramidal PFC neurons in circuits subserving discrimination tasks.
direction discrimination | direction selectivity | macaque monkey | working memory N eurons in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) are thought to play a key role in cognitive control and to exert top-down influences on sensory cortical regions with which they are reciprocally connected (1, 2) . Recent recordings from the PFC during motion discrimination tasks revealed direction-selective (DS) responses that depended on behavioral context, shedding light on the nature of the top-down signals PFC is likely to provide (3, 4) . These and other studies (e.g., ref. 5) demonstrating the involvement of the PFC in visual discrimination tasks based their conclusions on the analysis of average firing rates over repeated trial conditions. Indeed, the average rate of action potentials has proven to be a remarkably useful measure of neural activity that not only encodes a broad range of stimulus and response dimensions but also correlates with more cognitive aspects of behavior, such as memory storage, anticipation, reward, and decision.
However, there is mounting evidence that the mean firing rate is not the only measure of how neurons are affected by external events. Recent theoretical and experimental studies provide evidence that trial-by-trial variability in activity characteristic of cortical neurons (6) may also be a source of information about the state of neurons and their participation in sensory and motor tasks (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Although sources of this variability are not well understood, it is generally assumed that it is a result of synaptic inputs (13) generated both within the circuitry being studied and in other brain regions (12) . There are now several reports demonstrating declines in the trial-to-trial variability of neurons during various behavioral tasks. These changes in variability, often independent from changes in firing rates, have been shown to correlate with attentional states (14-16) and other behavioral measures (8, 10, 11, 17) , supporting the idea that variability may reflect the task engagement of neurons or circuits under study.
We were interested whether the variability of pyramidal PFC neurons, a likely source of top-down influences, would shed light onto the nature of their involvement in a motion discrimination task. We identified putative pyramidal neurons (3) on the basis of the duration of their action potentials and analyzed the variability of their activity during each phase of a task where monkeys compared the directions of two sequentially presented stimuli. We found that neural variability tracked consecutive components of the trial, dropping in response to motion stimuli and declining before each salient event of the trial. This decline depended on the neurons' stimulus selectivity, was predictive of memory-related signals during the comparison test, reflected task demands, and correlated with errors. Our results demonstrate that across-trial variability provides a sensitive indicator of the contribution of PFC neurons to cognitive components of sensory discrimination tasks.
Results
Recordings were carried out in two monkeys while they compared the direction of two sequentially presented random-dot stimuli, sample and test, and reported them as the same or different by pressing one of two response buttons (Fig. 1A) . We also recorded during a passive fixation task (Fig. 1B) where stimulus conditions were identical to those in the direction task. In this task, cued by a different fixation target, the monkeys maintained fixation throughout the trial and were rewarded after the test offset. During each recording session, we measured the accuracy of direction discrimination by varying the difference between directions appearing during the sample and the test. Direction differences were chosen to bracket the animal's threshold and to maintain overall performance at 75-80%. Average psychometric functions of the two animals show that monkey 2 was more accurate than monkey 1 ( Fig. 1C ; 34.9 ± 1.2°vs. 50 ± 1.2°) and made fewer errors on "easy" trials. We examined trial-to-trial variability of neural activity recorded during each phase of the task by computing a fano factor (FF), the ratio of spike count variance to mean spike count (SI Materials and Methods). In this measure, the value of 1 is indicative of a Poisson process in which the occurrence of consecutive spikes is independent of the preceding spikes. We used a 200-ms time window slid across the trial in 50-ms steps during all phases of the task: fixation, sample, delay, test and posttest (Fig. 1A) . This time window minimized artifacts caused by the relatively low spike counts of PFC neurons improving statistical power while preserving key features of activity revealed by narrower windows (Materials and Methods). In the analysis, we combined activity associated with the two opposite directions of motion used in the task because the FF was nearly identical for the two stimulus conditions (Materials and Methods).
Recordings were carried out in the prearcuate region of the PFC (for recording sites, see figure 1 in ref. 3) . In our analysis, we focused exclusively on putative pyramidal neurons because they are a likely source of top-down projections from the PFC to sensory cortical areas likely involved in our behavioral task (18) . As discussed in detail (3), these neurons could be distinguished by the longer duration of their action potentials (19) . The details of analysis used to classify neurons can be found in SI Materials and Methods and ref. 3 .
Variability of Responses to Motion. In our task, sample and test imposed different task demands. During the sample, the monkeys identified motion direction and committed it to memory, whereas during the test, monkeys identified direction, performed a comparison, and prepared to respond. We examined whether these differences in task demands were reflected in firing rates and the FF during the two stimuli. The comparison of activity during the two stimuli revealed that relative responses (baseline subtracted) of 64 excited and 31 suppressed neurons were stronger during the test (Fig. 2 A and B ; also see examples in Fig. S1 ). In contrast, this asymmetry was not detectible in the stimulus-induced drop in the FF (Fig. 2 C and D) . Thus, although firing rates reflected the difference in task demands during the two stimuli, we found no difference in the drop in the FF. However, as we will show below, the insensitivity of this stimulus-driven drop in the FF to the behavioral context does not always hold in the PFC, since it disappears during passive fixation.
Direction Selective Neurons Are Less Likely to Show Anticipatory
Changes in Variability. During our task many PFC neurons show DS responses (4). We examined whether variability of DS neurons differed from that of non-DS neurons. DS was computed with ROC analysis by comparing responses to the two motion directions used during the task (SI Materials and Methods). We used a strict criterion for DS responses (P < 0.0008, Bonferroni correction) and identified 66% (n = 63) as DS and 34% (n = 32) as non-DS cells. The average directionality (AROC) of the two cell groups throughout the task and the corresponding variability are shown in Fig. 3 . Alhough the FF of these two groups was nearly identical during the sample and test, significant differences emerged during other stages of the task. Although the FF of DS neurons changed little during fixation, the delay and the posttest periods, the non-DS cells showed a gradual decline. This decline was quantified for each neuron by computing a FF modulation index (FFMI). Fig. 3C shows these indices for DS neurons are broadly distributed, with similar numbers of cells showing an increase or a decrease. As a result, the average FFMI for these cells (blue arrows) was not significantly different from 0. Non-DS neurons during these three periods were more uniform, shifting toward negative values (red arrows), indicative of a significant decrease with time. These effects were similar in the two monkeys (P > 0.3; two-way ANOVA). Thus, although the two groups of cells were distinguished on the basis of their response selectivity for motion, they also differed in variability during the periods preceding these responses.
We should point out that DS in the PFC, as in other cortical areas, lies along a continuum (see figure 5B in ref. 4) . Thus, the division of neurons into DS and non-DS groups is necessarily arbitrary. However, a closer look at the relationship between the strength of DS and the FF modulation supports dividing neurons into the two groups by showing that neurons with lower DS were more likely to exhibit time-dependent decreases in variability (Fig. S2 ) revealing functional specialization among these neu- The monkeys reported whether sample and test moved in the same direction or different directions by pressing one of two response buttons while maintaining fixation on a small square within a 2°window. (B) Passive fixation task. Stimulus conditions were identical to the direction task, except for a different fixation target (X), and the animals were not required to make a response to receive a reward. (C) Behavioral performance. Average psychometric functions for the two monkeys measured during the direction discrimination task (monkey 1, 64 sessions; monkey 2, 56 sessions). During each recording session, consisting of 150-300 trials, direction thresholds were measured by varying the direction differences between sample and test, and these differences were selected to bracket each animal's threshold, ensuring the overall performance level at 75-80% correct. The 4°circular stimuli, presented at the fovea, moved at 2°/s or 4°/s. rons, with non-DS cells more likely to exhibit time-dependent decreases in variability before salient task events.
Variability of Neurons with Rising Delay Activity. We have shown that variability before salient trial events depends on neuron's stimulus selectivity. We examined whether the FF would also depend on the behavior of neurons during the delay. Although some neurons showed no rate modulation during the delay, many neurons displayed a gradual rise or decline in activity. We were particularly interested in neurons with rising activity, because this activity was strongly attenuated during passive fixation, suggesting their active engagement during the task (Fig. S3) . We quantified rate modulation in delay by comparing rates recorded "early" and "late" in the delay for 125 neurons with task-related activity (Fig. 4) and identified 35% (n = 42) of cells with significant increases in firing rates, 13% (n = 16) cells with decreases in activity (P < 0.01) and 52% (n = 63) with no rate modulation. The data for the most numerous cell groups, neurons with and without rising delay activity, are shown in Fig. 4 A and B. Although sample responses in both cell groups were nonuniform (some excitatory, some suppressed, and some with no response), their variability was similar during the sample (P = 0.41, two-way ANOVA), or any stage of the trial (fixation, P = 0.38; mid-delay, P = 0.39). On the other hand, cells with rising delay activity showed consistently lower FF throughout the entire trial (P < 0.05), except late test (2,300-2,500 ms, P > 0.05; Fig. 4C ). The FF for the small group of cells with declining delay rates (n = 16) was similar (Fig. S4) , providing additional evidence that the FF changes were not due to changes in firing rates.
The surprising outcome of this analysis was that neurons with rising delay activity had lower FF not only during the delay but also during the sample and fixation period (Fig. 4C ), and this difference did not depend on stimulus selectivity (Fig. S5) . The consistently lower variability of neurons with rising delay activity suggests that they may belong to a functionally distinct circuit, possibly more engaged throughout the task.
Despite differences in the absolute variability between neurons with and without rising delay activity, both groups showed a similar gradual decline during the delay. This decline was quantified by computing a FFMI (Fig. 4D) . Note that both cell groups show a significant shift toward negative values, indicative of a decrease in variability leading up to the test. This overall effect was similar for the two monkeys (P = 0.89; two-way ANOVA). Thus, during the delay of predictable duration, variability exhibited a pattern suggestive of anticipation for neurons with and without corresponding anticipatory changes in rate during the delay. A similar gradual decrease in variability during periods leading to a motor response has been observed in neurons in other cortical areas (8, 17) .
Variability During Passive Fixation. The above results suggest that the FF may be indicative of the neuron's engagement in the task. We addressed this question more directly by examining variability during a passive fixation task (Fig. 1B) . We hypothesized that if changes in FF during the task truly reflected a neuron's engagement in the task, we would observe differences in the FF on trials where no active engagement was required.
We analyzed separately DS and non-DS neurons because of the differences in the dynamics of their FF before salient task events (Fig. 5) . In the analysis, we used a subset of cells (n = 44) for which we had recordings in a passive fixation condition. During the sample, DS cells showed a drop in FF (P = 0.006) that was similar under both task conditions (Fig. 5C , blue markers; P = 0.61). Non-DS cells showed a similar effect (P = 0.002) during the direction task but not during passive fixation (P = 0.23). During the delay, although the FF of DS neurons changed little (Fig. 5D) , variability of the non-DS cells remained high until test onset (Fig.  5E) , suggesting that the decline during the active task reflects preparation for an upcoming comparison test. During the test, both cell groups showed a weaker drop in FF (P = 0.004; two-way . Early, spike counts in a 200-ms window centered at −900 ms (fixation), 950 ms (delay), and 2,800 ms (posttest) relative to sample onset. Late, counts at 100 ms, 1,800 ms, and 3,300 ms for the same periods. The significance of FFMI in individual neurons was evaluated with a bootstrap test (filled columns, P < 0.05). Arrows indicate average FFMI for each distribution. DS cells showed no significant shift (fixation, P = 0.41; delay, P = 0.09; posttest, P = 0.97; Wilcoxon-signed rank test). Non-DS cells showed a significant shift, indicative of time-dependent reduction in FF (fixation, P = 0.024; delay, P = 0.022; posttest, P = 0.004; Wilcoxon-signed rank test).
ANOVA; Fig. 5C , Right). This effect is in contrast to stimulusinduced variability decline in anesthetized or passively fixating animals in many cortical areas (10) . The selective loss of stimulusinduced drop in the FF during the test may be a result of residual task demands during passive fixation. In both tasks, the animals start the trial by acquiring the fixation target, suggesting that the sample-induced drop in DS neurons may be indicative of the engagement of attention (16) (17) (18) . During the rest of the passive task, the FF in both groups showed little modulation and no stimulus-driven decrease at the onset of the test, reflecting the absence of task engagement later in the trial. These results further strengthen the hypothesis that trial-to-trial variability of spiking activity reflects the state of cortical circuitry.
It is unlikely that the observed high variability during the test is related to the reduced firing rates displayed by many PFC neurons during passive fixation (3), because responses weaken not only during the test but also during the sample ( figure 3 in ref. 3) . Furthermore, the FF of both excitatory and suppressive responses increased during passive fixation, revealing another disassociation between rates and variability.
Variability of Neurons with Comparison Signals During the Test.
During the test, monkeys viewed motion in the same or different direction as the preceding sample. We reported that test responses of many PFC neurons carried signals reflecting sample direction, the comparison effects (4). We examined whether variability of neurons with significant comparison effects differed from neurons that did not carry these signals. We used ROC analysis to identify such neurons by comparing test responses on "same" and "different" trials (4). This analysis identified 26 neurons with a significant comparison effect at any time during the test response and 45 neurons with no differences in firing rates during the two types of trials. Comparison effects (AROC) in the form of higher responses on "same" trials and lower responses on "same" trials, along with cells with no significant comparison effects, are shown in Fig. 6 A and B. There was a striking difference in variability between the two groups that emerged long before the onset of test (Fig. 6C) . During the sample, both groups showed a stimulus-induced decline. The apparently higher FF in cells with no comparison effects was not significant (P = 0.19). Early in delay, neurons that would eventually exhibit the comparison effect began decreasing their FF, reaching its minimum long before the test onset. This drop, evaluated by comparing early and middle periods in delay, was significant only in neurons with comparison effects. After this early delay drop, variability of these neurons remained significantly lower (P < 0.05, indicated by thick black line). This effect was similar for the two types of comparison effect (Fig. S6) . During the test and posttest, the FF of the two cell groups became similar (P = 0.37 and P = 0.55, respectively). This unusual variability pattern in neurons carrying comparison signals is likely to be indicative of their engagement in the circuitry subserving the comparison process during the test. This possibility is strongly confirmed by the absence of this effect during passive fixation (Fig. 6 E and F) , when neurons with comparison signals during the direction task no longer showed decline in the FF early in delay and showed high FF during the test (Fig. S6) .
Neural Variability and Behavioral Performance. Our data show that variability can be affected by changing behavioral demands. The relationship between variability and behavior can also be explored by comparing activity during correct and error trials. During our task, the monkeys made errors, with one of the animals performing more accurately and making fewer errors on easy trials (Fig. 1C) . Although the comparison of activity and variability between the two monkeys performing at different levels could be instructive, the conclusions based on such comparisons are limited because they are based on single subjects (Fig. S7) .
Below, we present the comparison of variability during correct and error trials for both monkeys. We should note that this type of analysis is complicated by the many sources of errors in the multistage task, like ours. Monkeys may fail to identify either of the two stimuli, may misremember sample direction, or fail to distinguish between the test and the remembered sample. Because stimuli in our task were highly discriminable, failure to identify stimulus directions was less likely. More probable sources of errors would be misremembering the sample or failing to retrieve or compare it to the test. Indeed, the comparison of the FF on correct and error trials revealed differences in the late delay and during the test (Fig. 7) . On error trials, the FF showed a transient drop late in delay that occurred before the highly predictable test. Another anomaly was the more sustained FF drop during the test. The direct comparison of the FF on error and correct trials during these two periods and during the sample is shown in Fig.  7B . Although during the sample and posttest the FF was similar on error and correct trials, during late delay and late test, variability was lower on error trials and these effects did not differ between monkeys (P > 0.12). The analysis of firing rates during the same periods (Fig. 2) . (Left) Sample, the decline was similar during the two tasks (DS, P = 0.63; non-DS, P = 0.42). (Right) Test, the FF was significantly different for both cell groups (DS, P = 0.03; non-DS, P = 0.04) showing higher FF during passive fixation. (D and E) FFMI during nonstimulus periods for DS (D) and non-DS (E) neurons. The FFMI compared early and late time points for each period (Fig. 3) for the two cell groups: fixation, −800 and −200 ms; delay, 800 and 1,800 ms; posttest, 2,800 and 3,400 ms. Asterisks denote significant FFMI: P < 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
( Fig. 7C ) revealed no differences between correct and error trials, showing that trial-to-trial variability revealed a behavioral correlate not observable in the analysis of rates. The difference between temporal dynamics of the FF on correct and error trials provides a link between neural variability and behavior, pointing to a potential source of errors during our task.
Discussion
Our results showed that variability tracks engagement throughout different stages of the task and reveals differences between neuronal groups in networks relevant to that task. In addition to the expected rapid stimulus-induced declines in variability, we observed gradual anticipatory declines during periods leading to salient events in the trial (i.e., sample, test, response). The preparatory signals were more likely to be carried by neurons with no reliable DS responses, suggesting a "division of labor" among DS and non-DS neurons. We also found that the variability pattern during the delay predicted the presence of the comparison effect during the test as well as the occurrence of errors. Many of these patterns depended on task demands because they were absent during passive fixation.
Firing Rates and the FF. The FF provides a measure of trial-to-trial regularity of spiking activity. However, at higher firing rates, this measure can be affected by a refractory period, leading to a regularization of spiking activity not related to neural variability (16, 20) . There are several reasons why this is an unlikely scenario for the data presented here. First, the firing rates of responses to visual stimulation were relatively low (3), and lower still during interstimulus periods. Furthermore, stimulus-induced drop in the FF occurred in neurons with excitatory and suppressive responses. This dissociation between changes in the FF and firing rates was also found during the delay when many neurons showed a gradual decrease in FF independent of firing rate changes, supporting the independence of changes in overall firing rate and in the normalized variance. Thus, the observed differences in the FF across time are likely to reflect meaningful differences in their task participation.
Stimulus-Induced and Time-Dependent Decrease in Variability in the PFC. Lowered variability during visual stimulation has been observed in many cortical areas under a variety of experimental and recording conditions (10) . Although this effect is often accompanied by increases in firing rates, there is evidence that low variability during sensory stimulation can be independent of any change in mean activity (8, 10 ). This independence is further supported by the observed similarity in the FF between excitatory and suppressive responses recorded during the sample and the test, despite differences in firing rates between the two types of responses and between the sample and the test. There were no differences between rates on correct and error trials (sample, P = 0.97; delay, P = 0.85; test, P = 0.79). The absence of a stimulus-driven FF decline during the test in passive fixation may be surprising because such decline may be fundamental to responses during sensory stimulation (10) . The most likely explanation lies in the extreme sensitivity of the PFC neurons to the behavioral context (3).
We observed a decrease in variability during nonstimulus periods leading to salient events. Similar modulations have been reported in monkeys performing motor tasks, and these effects have been shown to be preparatory for the upcoming motor response (8, 17) . Our finding of gradual variability decrease before sensory events and the subsequent perceptual decision support and expand on these observations. Neurons with activity that rose during the delay showed consistently lower variability throughout the entire trial, illustrating the predictive nature of this activity. The predictive value of this measure was also apparent in non-DS neurons exhibiting consistent time-dependent signals leading to salient trial events. These consistent differences in variability may reflect differences in their cortical connectivity. Although DS signals in the PFC are thought to originate from motion processing neurons in area MT (4), the non-DS neurons may belong to PFC circuits more engaged during nonstimulus times that may not be the recipients of MT afferents. Thus, the apparent functional specialization may be a result of differential network connectivity between the neurons in these two groups.
Variability and Behavioral Performance. The finding of more regular spiking activity on error trials late in the delay is surprising because low variability has been shown to be beneficial for some aspects of behavioral performance (8, 17) . One explanation of this counterintuitive result may lie in the difference in the timing of the drop in the FF on correct and error trials. In our task, the appearance of the test was highly predictable, allowing the network to prepare for the sensory input by reaching an "optimal" state at the exact moment of test onset. Thus, the association between errors and low variability late in the delay may be due to the network "misjudging" the time of test onset, prematurely dropping variability (Fig. 7B) . In this scenario, on error trials the network would be in a suboptimal state at the actual time of test onset, and during the actual time of comparison, it would become more engaged, explaining the extended period of sampleinduced drop.
Summary and Conclusion. Our results point to neural variability as a useful metric of the involvement of the putative pyramidal PFC neurons in the multistage sensory discrimination task. Although this measure often signaled stimulus onset in parallel with firing rates, it also revealed the preparatory state of neurons in the absence of rate modulation. This measure also provided information about the participation of specific groups of cells in functionally distinct circuitry and was predictive of their behavior. Although low variability appeared to be indicative of task engagement, this relationship did not hold on error trials, possibly due to the inappropriate timing in its decline. The strong correlation between changes in variability, the task demands, and the behavior late in the task suggest an important link between the state of PFC neurons and their engagement in the task that could not be inferred by simply averaging spikes.
Materials and Methods
Stimuli, behavioral tasks, and physiological recordings have been described in previous studies (3, 4) . Specific methodological details relevant to the current study can be found in SI Materials and Methods. Briefly, we recorded from the PFC of two monkeys during direction discrimination and passive fixation tasks (Fig. 1 ). All neurons with task-related activity identified on the basis of firing rates relative to baseline were included in the analysis. Trial-to-trial variability (FF) was calculated as the ratio of spike count variance to the mean in 200-ms window (Fig. S8) . FF was calculated separately for the preferred and antipreferred directions and averaged (Fig. S8B) . Bins with no spikes across trials (≈3%) were excluded. DS was computed with ROC analysis by comparing rates to the preferred and antipreferred directions. Modulation of activity during nonstimulus periods in the trial was examined by comparing activity during two periods separated in time within a given component of the trial. Specific periods used in each analysis are provided in the relevant figure legends. Responses on the same and different trials to preferred and antipreferred directions were z-scored and compared with ROC analysis (for other details, see SI Materials and Methods).
